Run Report 2238 (Hare-BOXA)
Location –Pattison Street, Norman Park-Ma and Pa Run
A fairly unfit looking bunch of hashmen gathered in a park near Boxa’s car for
the first “real” run of the New Year. Boxa, plus dogs, materialized just before
the run start to reassure us that it was a great run and no hills, of course. As he
was the sole hare, this was a bit alarming. We setoff up the first of many hills to
Beak Street and the first of many false trails or was that checkbacks, Boxa???
Tinker was well caught at the start but sprinted past Scribe shortly later to
reclaim pole position. We wound around Darcy Road and up to Amelia Ave to a
lookout where Best and Less and Tightarse, renown property developers, were
discussing demolishing the site and putting up a 100 story highrise.
Down the hill after the regroup led by Catgut and Grewsum. A bit of shiggy as
Boxa promised, a creek crossing and it was here the pack started spreading out.
A long FT (CB?) caught out Grewsum and JC whilst the rest of the pack
continued on and found the real trail. The trail continued , caught the walkers,
and then over the railway line—the pace slowed down considerably and it was a
long struggle home . The walkers were back and already into their second can
before the circle started.
Monk , Fucknut, called up various miscreants-Bricks, forgotten why, but
needed assistance getting down to the ice, he was joined by Screw who farted in
the circle showing disrespect, he was quickly off and replaced by Vaso for
taking his female companion to a boys lunch on the Gold Coast, and then
Toolow who lost his phone at the AGPU---but the winner was JC who had a
little problem with rope knots and a kayak on the roof of his car and a speed of
100kph on the highway. This may , of course, have gone unnoticed but
Facebook intervened and it was all over the world in nanoseconds and of course
into the hands of caring hashmen. So, JC was made SOTW and was duly
presented the SOTW Shirt from previous winner Barebum who looked relieved
about getting it out of his wardrobe.
A good run, bit long and should be more regroups-7.
Good snags but only snags-6.
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